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The purpose of this Discussion Paper is to explain the proposed rezoning of the Marsden Park North precinct (the 

precinct) within the North West Growth Area (NWGA). The proposed rezoning is primarily for urban purposes and 

is guided by a masterplan for the precinct known as the draft Indicative Layout Plan (ILP). 

The proposed rezoning would permit approximately 6,224 dwellings, three local centres and a business area. It 

will reserve lands for open space, roads, schools, community facilities, and stormwater drainage. It also proposes 

to conserve existing native vegetation, riparian areas, Indigenous and non-Indigenous heritage, migratory bird 

habitat and maintain rural land unsuitable for urban development.  

This Discussion Paper highlights key issues that have informed the preparation of the draft ILP and explains the 

nature of the proposed amendments to related planning instruments, primarily State Environmental Planning 

Policy (Sydney Region Growth Centres) 2006 (Growth Centres SEPP) and the Blacktown City Council Growth 

Centres Development Control Plan (DCP). 

The Department of Planning and Environment (Department) has worked with Blacktown City Council (Council) 

and other government agencies and service providers to develop the draft ILP as well as overseeing the 

preparation of a range of specialist technical reports to assist in the planning of the precinct. 

The Department is seeking feedback from the community on the draft ILP and associated development controls. 

Green Spaces 

Open space planning within the precinct provides future residents with local parks for recreational opportunities 

and sporting fields for active uses. Precinct planning proposes 57.18 hectares (ha) of open space located within 

walking distance throughout the precinct to ensure all future residents have equitable access.   

There is an opportunity to establish ‘Green Corridors’ within and beyond the precinct by using proposed open 

spaces, areas of existing native vegetation, the creek lines, areas of Indigenous and non-Indigenous heritage 

significance and land under a transmission easement. Pedestrian and cycle linkages will form part of these 

corridors. 

Essential Infrastructure 

The precinct will require substantial infrastructure to be installed to enable development.  

Water - New trunk water mains will be required to connect the precinct to Sydney Water’s supply network. The 

majority of the precinct will be serviced by the Minchinbury water supply system and the eastern part of the 

precinct will link across to the Rouse Hill water supply system. Smaller lead-in mains and reticulation will also be 

required.  

Wastewater - There are no reticulated wastewater services in the precinct, which is mostly serviced by various 

onsite treatment and disposal systems. The precinct can be serviced by the construction of new connections to 

Sydney Water’s sewer network via future sewage pumping stations and associated rising mains. Based on 

Sydney Water’s ‘North West Growth Centre Wastewater Servicing Strategy’ wastewater is to be transferred to the 

Riverstone wastewater treatment plant. New pumping stations and associated mains will be required. These new 

works will be partially funded and delivered by the precinct proponents and partially funded and delivered by the 

Government as they will also serve areas outside the precinct.  

Electricity - Endeavour Energy has capacity to serve the first 3,000 lots within the precinct. Electricity to these lots 

will be supplied from the existing Marsden Park Precinct Zone. Construction works for this Zone substation were 

completed in May 2017. Development staging for this precinct as well as the adjoining Marsden Park Precinct will 
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determine the timing for future upgrade works to the Zone substation and as the initial threshold of 3,000 lot 

capacity is reached. 

Residential Densities and Development of Land Below Probable Maximum Flood 

The precinct plan proposes approximately 6,224 dwellings with not more than 4,100 dwellings on land above the 

1 in 100 chance per year flood level but below the Probable Maximum Flood level (PMF).  

The PMF is an indication of the largest flood that could conceivably occur in an area and it is a very rare event. It 

is a measure used to identify the risks to life and property should a major flood event occur in the Hawkesbury 

Nepean Valley, which includes land in the precinct. 

The Department has worked with Infrastructure NSW, Roads and Maritime Services and the State Emergency 

Service to establish a planning framework and evacuation strategy to support planning within the floodplain. This 

work is led by the Hawkesbury-Nepean Valley Flood Management Directorate. 

For this precinct the number of dwellings will be restricted below the PMF to ensure future residents can safely 

evacuate the precinct in a major flood event.  

Overall, the precinct will be capped at an approximate 6,224 dwellings to ensure the provision of infrastructure 

can meet the needs of the future population. See Section 2.2  of this paper. 

Controls will be included to ensure flood risk and resilience are considered for development between the 1 in 100 

chance per year flood level and the PMF, including evacuation capacities and routes, mitigation of property 

damages and appropriate dwelling densities. In addition, notation of planning certificates for land within the 

precinct will identify land between the 1 in 100 chance per year flood level and the PMF. 

Migratory Shorebird Habitat 

A group of former waste water ponds associated with the former Riverstone Meatworks are currently being used 

by migratory shorebirds. The area of the ponds is approximately 8ha.  

The Department’s consultants carried out a bird survey, a literature review and habitat assessment related to the 

ponds. Whilst threatened and migratory birds under State and Federal legislation were found to be using the 

ponds, it was determined that the ponds are not of international or national importance.  

The ponds cannot be retained in their current location due to health and safety concerns for future residents. It is 

proposed to relocate the ponds to land in the north east of the precinct because the ponds do provide foraging 

habitat for threatened, migratory and non-threatened birds and their loss would affect habitat availability at a local 

scale. See Section 2.7  of this paper. 

Exhibition material 

To support the public exhibition of the precinct plan, a number of documents are available to allow the community 

and stakeholders to provide feedback.   

The exhibition package includes: 

• a draft ILP (Figure 3) illustrating the plan for development of land within the precinct  

• a draft Development Control Plan 

• a Discussion Paper (this document) 

• the technical studies prepared to inform the draft precinct plan.  
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Council will prepare and exhibit a draft Local Contributions Plan to fund local infrastructure including local roads, 

drainage infrastructure and open space.  

 



 

 

Part 1 – The Marsden Park 

North Precinct  
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1.1 Introduction 

The Marsden Park North Precinct (the precinct) is one of 16 precincts within the North West Growth Area 

(NWGA). The NWGA was established by the NSW Government under State Environmental Planning Policy 

(Sydney Region Growth Centres) 2006 (Growth Centres SEPP) as an area for greenfield urban development 

including housing, employment, retail, health and education facilities, parks, bushland, and new or upgraded 

infrastructure. 

The NWGA consists of approximately 10,200 hectares (ha) of land in north western Sydney and includes land 

within the Blacktown City Council local government area (LGA), Hawkesbury City Council LGA and The Hills 

Shire Council LGA. The precinct is located in the Blacktown City Council (Council) LGA. 

The NWGA precincts, with the Marsden Park North precinct highlighted, are shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1: North West Growth Area precincts 
 

The precinct was released for planning under the NSW State government’s ‘Precinct Acceleration Protocol’ (PAP) 

on 6 June 2014. 

The PAP allows landholders to have the release of a precinct within the NWGA accelerated ahead of the planned 

land release program for the NWGA with no upfront cost to the Government. 
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The PAP requires proponents to enter into a planning agreement with the Department prior to the release of the 

relevant precinct and commit to forward fund the cost of the precinct planning. The proponents are also required 

to enter into a second planning agreement prior to the precinct being rezoned, committing to deliver the essential 

services and regional infrastructure needed to support the precinct’s urban development. 

A condition for acceleration of a precinct is that there will be no additional upfront cost to Government. 

Proponents must nominate an area of a precinct or the whole precinct they wish to accelerate and advise how 

they will satisfy:  

• the ability and commitment to finance and deliver the full estimated infrastructure for the precinct and 

any connecting infrastructure linking the precinct to existing urban areas 

• the extent to which they will pay monetary contributions and/or carry out works-in-kind for the provision 

of the infrastructure and the planning process. 

Garfield Pastoral Holdings Pty Ltd (GPH) and MAC 1 MP Pty Ltd (Leamac) are the landowners/proponents 

subject to the PAP for the precinct. After the commencement of the PAP, Leamac entered into a land 

development agreement with Mirvac and GPH entered into a land development agreement with Stockland 

Development Pty Ltd (Stockland). 

1.2 Precinct Context and Characteristics 

1.2.1 Location 

The precinct is located approximately 20 kilometres north west of the Parramatta central business district (CBD) 

and approximately 12 km north west of the Blacktown CBD. 

1.2.2 Precinct Overview  

The precinct is approximately 1,227ha in area. It is surrounded by other NWGA precincts such as Marsden Park 

to the south west, Riverstone West to the north east, and West Schofields to the south east. The suburb of 

Windsor Downs is to the north west of the precinct. 

The precinct is bounded by Richmond Road to the south west, Excelsior Avenue (formerly known as Vine Street 

West) to the south, Eastern Creek and Bells Creek to the east and South Creek to the north and west. The 

precinct is shown in Figure 2. 

1.2.2 Existing Conditions 

The precinct is predominantly zoned for rural purposes under Blacktown Local Environmental Plan 2015 (BLEP 

2015). 

Large lot rural grazing land and small rural-residential properties are the dominant land uses within the precinct. 

The precinct also contains a large area of Environmental Conservation zoned land central to the precinct, a 

limited range of agricultural and home-based business uses, two private schools, one public primary school, a 

service station, the Marsden Park Volunteer Rural Fire Brigade, the Riverstone Cemetery and Knudsen Reserve 

(see Figure 2). 

There are approximately 4000 properties and 500 land owners in the precinct. A dominant feature of the precinct 

is the approximately 3,600 small and narrow properties dating back to the 1880s, these properties are commonly 

known as the ‘Scheduled Lands’. 
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Figure 2: Marsden Park North Precinct 
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1.3  The Masterplanning Approach 

1.3.1  Visual Assessment 

The dominant views from the precinct are the broad distant views to the west through to the north west of the 

Blue Mountains. The mountains can be seen from most elevated locations within the precinct located to the west 

of the ridgeline as well as from some key locations within the South Creek floodplain. 

To the north of the precinct, middle distance views are offered from the rear of the rural residential properties 

adjoining Farm Road. These views are over grazing land and floodplain to the rolling hills of Riverstone West. 

They terminate at the Riverstone industrial area to the east. 

Looking to the west of the precinct from Park Road, middle distance views look through fragmented vegetation. 

The view is over slightly elevated farm land that obscures the viewer from the South Creek floodplain. 

Transmission towers impact views that take in the Blue Mountains. 

In the south of the site, views are afforded from the elevated lands along Excelsior Avenue looking directly north 

into the precinct. Views are over rural properties that have been cleared of vegetation and terminate with the back 

drop of the dense vegetation found along the middle ridgeline. 

Local views within the precinct are mainly concentrated along wooded areas and areas of low lying land form. 

The local road network that cuts its way through the remnant stands of existing native vegetation allows for very 

narrow linear framed views of the road ahead. 

Planning for the precinct has responded to this visual assessment by limiting development within the low lying 

farm lands, retaining of existing native vegetation, protecting of riparian areas and aligning proposed roads to take 

advantage of view lines within and external to the precinct. 

1.3.2 Vision for the Precinct 

Planning for the precinct responds to the need for new and diverse housing in Sydney that is well connected to 

major centres and employment, protects natural assets and encourages sustainable living. Consideration of the 

surrounding context, history and natural environment has informed the precinct planning process.  

The precinct will consist of a mix of housing types that allows greater choice for different household types. The 

precinct will predominantly be accommodated with low density housing. Medium density housing is located around 

the local centre to optimise convenient living near retail, the proposed community facilities and open spaces. The 

housing density and location within the precinct has been heavily dominated by the potential flood impacts on the 

precinct. The precinct is affected by the 1 in 100 chance per year flood level and the PMF and the location of 

housing and the road layout will enable future residents to evacuate in the event of a major flood event.  

Items and places of significant heritage value, particularly Aboriginal heritage have been integrated into the planning 

of the precinct and protected through a sensitive design approach.  

The primary local centre to the south of Garfield Road West near its intersection with Robert Street will provide a 

focal point for local activity and proposes to include a community facility and local park. Townhouses, terraces 

and other medium density dwellings surrounding the local centre will encourage activity and vibrancy. Two 

smaller secondary local centres, one located adjacent to the major sporting complex in the centre of the precinct 

and the other incorporating the existing service station near the intersection of Garfield Road West and Richmond 

Road, are expected to consist of a small number of retail and commercial uses to service the day to day needs of 

the immediate resident population. 
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The distribution of both active and passive open space uses supports connections to and throughout the precinct 

and to destination areas including the local centres, schools, environmental conservation and riparian areas.  

A safe and permeable street network including street trees will promote accessibility, connectivity, social interaction 

and contribute to cooling of the area. The provision of cycleways and pedestrian connections as well as public 

transport connections to surrounding centres and open space areas will promote a community that is less 

dependent on private vehicle use.  

1.4 Draft Indicative Layout Plan and Precinct Summary 

The draft Indicative Layout Plan (ILP) represents the preferred planning outcome for the precinct and identifies 

the mix of land uses, the road pattern, infrastructure requirements, schools, open space, environmental corridors 

and stormwater management areas for the precinct. 

The draft ILP is the primary plan guiding the proposed planning controls in the Growth Centres SEPP and DCP 

amendments and was developed in consultation with Council, the Proponents, State Government agencies, 

technical specialists and input from landowners via the consultation workshops. The draft ILP is shown in Figure 

3. 

At full development it is anticipated the precinct will contain approximately 6,224 dwellings on land generally 

above the 1 in 100 chance per year flood level with a projected population of approximately 19,917 people. Table 

1 summarises the key land use and development outcomes proposed for the precinct. 
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Figure 3: Marsden Park North Draft Indicative Layout  Plan 
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Table 1: Land use outcomes for the Marsden Park Nort h Precinct 
 

Development parameters  

Precinct land area 1227ha 

Land generally between the 1 in 100 year chance per  year flood and Probable 

Maximum Flood levels 

 

Rural Transition zone 6 dwellings 

Low density residential zone – Scheduled Lands 565 dwellings 

Low density residential and Local Centre zone – Dwelling density control area 

(averaged maximum dwelling density 18dw/ha) 

3,462 dwellings 

Sub-Total 4,033 dwellings 

Land generally above the Probable Maximum Flood lev el  

Low density residential and Local Centre zone (Minimum 15dw/ha – Maximum 

25dw/ha) 

1,136 dwellings 

Medium density residential and Local Centre zone (Minimum 25dwa/ha – Maximum 

35 dw/ha) 

1,054 dwellings  

Anglican Church site, 49 Excelsior Avenue, Marsden Park 1 dwelling 

Sub-Total 2,191 dwellings 

Total Dwellings 6,224 dwellings 

Estimated population 19,917 persons 

Local Centres 3 

Community Facility locations 1 

Public open space 57.18ha 

Public open space (sports fields) 13 

Existing schools 1 public primary 

2 private K -12 

Proposed primary school 1 

Retained Environmental conservation land 83.12ha 
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1.5 Consultation 

An integral part of the planning process involves consultation with landowners, the community and stakeholders. 

The Department wrote to landowners within the precinct and published initial information relating to the precinct in 

June 2014. Two landowner information sessions were held in October 2014 which was followed by a Community 

Update published in January 2015. Three landowner workshops were held in May 2015 with key findings of 

technical reports being presented and group exercises to gain insight and feedback from the community.  

In response to feedback received from the workshops the draft ILP provides for a range of future dwellings types, 

retail and commercial areas, schools, community facilities, open spaces, and drainage lands. Matters of particular 

importance raised by workshop attendees and considered by the Department in the planning process were the 

timely delivery of sewer, water and electricity infrastructure; the provision and accessibility of public transport 

services; pedestrian, cycleway and road network limitations and improvements; the future of the Scheduled 

Lands; use of environmental conservation lands; and development of the low lying flood liable lands. 

Throughout the planning process the Department staff have answered various individual enquiries regarding the 

progress of planning for the precinct by way of telephone, email and letters. The Department communicated with 

all landowners in August 2016 by way of a letter advising of regional flood evacuation investigations. 

The Department and Council have been partners throughout the planning process representing State and local 

government interests to government agencies and technical specialists. The Department has sought advice from 

the following government agencies and service providers: 

• Department of Education 

• Endeavour Energy 

• Environment Protection Authority 

• Infrastructure NSW 

• Jemena 

• NSW Health 

• NSW Office of Water 

• Office of Environment and Heritage 

• Road and Maritime Service 

• State Emergency Services 

• Sydney Water 

• Transgrid 

• Transport for NSW 

 

The exhibition of the draft ILP, SEPP and DCP amendments provide an opportunity for all interested parties to 

comment on the proposed planning controls for the precinct. Following exhibition, the Department will consider all 

submissions received and changes may be made to the proposed planning controls in response to issues raised 

in the submissions. A final report will then be submitted to the Minister for Planning for consideration and 

approval. 

 



 

 

Part 2 – Discussion of key 

issues and masterplanning 

outcomes 
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2.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this part of the Discussion Paper is to highlight key issues considered during the planning process 

and the associated planning responses and outcomes. Where relevant, at the end of each of section, references 

to related technical reports are provided. These technical reports form part of the package of exhibition material. 

2.2 Urban development 

The principles for identifying and allocating new residential landuses throughout the precinct have been: 

• achieving good masterplanning and urban design outcomes 

• local and regional flooding extents and evacuation needs 

• the provision of and accessibility to community facilities, open space and infrastructure to meet the 

needs of the future population 

• retention of existing native vegetation (ENV) 

• identifying and achieving practical development outcomes 

• seeking an equitable development outcome across the precinct for all landowners. 

Most of the new residential development is to occur in the proposed R2 Low Density Residential (R2) and R3 

Medium Density Residential (R3) zones. The types of residential development permitted within these zones are 

as follows: 

• R2 – boarding houses, dual occupancies (attached or detached), dwelling houses, exhibition homes, 

group homes, secondary dwellings, semi-detached dwellings, senior housing, shop-top housing and 

studio dwellings 

• R3 – attached dwellings, boarding houses, dual occupancies (attached or detached), dwelling houses, 

exhibition homes, group homes, hostels, manor homes, multi-dwelling housing, residential flat 

buildings, semi-detached dwellings, seniors housing, shop-top housing and studio dwellings. 

Definitions of the above-mentioned types of residential development are provided in Appendix B. 

Residential development in the form of shop top housing is also permitted in the proposed B2 Local Centre zone 

(B2). One dwelling has been assumed for the Anglican Church site at 49 Excelsior Avenue, Marsden Park. 

It is forecast that residential development within the precinct will equate to an approximate maximum of 6,224 

dwellings. 

Six new dwellings, in the form of dwelling houses and dual occupancies (attached or detached), are proposed in 

the RU6 Rural Transition (RU6) zone.  This limited amount of new residential development is due to the subject 

lands being wholly or significantly affected by the 1 in 100 chance per year flood event. Residential development 

on these lands will only be permitted on land at or above the 1 in 100 chance per year flood level. 

A key determinant for the location of the proposed R2 and R3 zones has been the extents of the 1 in 100 chance 

per year flood and probable maximum flood (PMF) events. These flood extents are discussed later in Section 

2.4.1 of this Discussion Paper. In general terms the R2 zone has been applied to land at or above the 1 in 100 

chance per year flood level and both the R2 and R3 zones have been applied to land at or above the PMF level.  
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As can be seen in the draft ILP (Figure 3), the boundaries of these flood events are irregular and in some 

locations not conducive to achieving a practicable development outcome. In such circumstances the R2 and R3 

zone boundaries have been “smoothed” to follow a line of best fit for the relevant flood extent (typically along the 

northern and western extent of the 1 in 100 chance per year flood event) or existing property boundaries / 

groupings (typically along the eastern and southern extent of the 1 in 100 chance per year flood event). This has 

resulted in minor encroachments of the R2 zone into land below the 1 in 100 chance per year level. In the event 

of such lands being developed minor filling will be required to raise the land to be at or above the 1 in 100 chance 

per year flood level. In these areas compensatory works would be required to ensure no loss of floodplain 

storage. 

During the planning process it was determined that the number of dwellings proposed on land generally located 

between the 1 in 100 chance per year flood level and the PMF be limited to not more than 4,100 dwellings. This 

limit was based on advice received from Infrastructure NSW (INSW) regarding regional flood evacuation 

capacities. It is forecast the proposed rezoning would allow for 4,033 dwellings on land generally located between 

the 1 in 100 chance per year flood level and the PMF. The remainder of the proposed dwellings in the precinct 

(forecast to be 2,192) are to be located generally above the PMF level.  Land above this level is typically not 

required to be evacuated during flood events. 

For land generally between the 1 in 100 chance per year flood level and the PMF the number of proposed 

dwellings have, as much as possible, been evenly distributed across the Precinct based on available net 

developable area (NDA), the upper limit of 4,100 dwellings, and in the case of the Scheduled Lands potential 

development constraints and efficiencies due to existing lot boundaries, areas and ownership. 

The number and distribution of dwellings within the precinct will be governed by via a mix of planning controls 

including dwelling densities, a maximum number of dwellings per land holding, and minimum lot sizes for 

residential development. See Appendix 3 for further detail.  

2.3 Open Space and the Green Grid 

2.3.1 Marsden Park North active and passive open space 

The provision of open space throughout the precinct will consist of parks primarily for passive uses and playing 

fields primarily for active uses. The standard provisions for open space that are used across Australia are a 

minimum 2.83ha of open space per 1,000 people and 1 playing field per 1,850 people. Based on a forecast 

population of 19,917 residents, the minimum requirements for the precinct are 56.36ha of open space and 11 

playing fields. In response 57.18ha of open space and 13 playing fields are proposed within the precinct, which 

exceeds the standard requirements. 

The parks and playing fields shown in the draft ILP (Figure 3) have been equitably spread throughout the precinct 

to ensure walkable accessibility for all future residents.  

2.3.2 Potential open space within Transmission Line Easement 

A Transgrid transmission line easement traverses through the precinct (see Figure 4). The easement is 

approximately 140m wide, containing dual electricity transmission lines with associated stanchions. Potential land 

uses within the easement need to be limited so as not to interfere with Transgrid’s operations or create an 

unacceptable risk to people or property. 
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The Department, Council and Transgrid have discussed potential limited open space and recreational uses of 

approximately 17ha of land within the easement. This land is shown as a “Recreation Investigation Area” on the 

draft ILP. Discussions will continue with Transgrid and Council to determine if the land can be used for open 

space and recreational purposes and if such an outcome and associated easement restrictions on use are 

acceptable to Council. 

The proposed Growth Centre SEPP Land Use Zone map shows this land as RE1. If open space uses cannot be 

realised on this land an alternative zone / suite of development controls for the land will be required. Alternative 

zones could be R2 Low Density Residential, RU6 Rural Transition, or RE2 Private Recreation. If an alternative 

zone / suite of development controls are to be applied to this land, they would not permit any new dwelling within 

the easement. 

2.3.3 Green Grid 

The proposed open spaces, areas of ENV, the riparian areas of South, Eastern, Bells and Marsden Creeks, areas 

of indigenous heritage significance, and proposed pedestrian and cycle linkages present an opportunity to 

establish a ‘Green Grid’ across the precinct. This will be consistent with ‘Planning Priority C16: Increasing urban 

tree canopy cover and delivering Green Grid connections’ contained within Greater Sydney Commission’s 

‘Central City District Plan’. Planning Priority C16 states ‘Enhancing the amenity and activity within, and 

accessibility to, the Greater Sydney Green Grid will promote a healthier urban environment, improve community 

access to places for recreation and exercise, encourage social interaction, support walking and cycling 

connections and improve resilience’.  

Related technical report: Community Facilities and Open Space Assessment Marsden Park North, Urbis, August 

2018 

2.4 Flooding and Water Cycle Management 

2.4.1 Flooding 

The planning process has considered a range of flood events that have the potential to affect the precinct. The 

dominant flooding influence for the precinct is the regional flooding from the Hawkesbury – Nepean River. The 

extents of the 1 in 100 chance per year flood and the PMF events are shown in Figure 4. No new dwellings will be 

permitted below the 1 in 100 chance per year flood level and an upper limit of 4,100 dwellings has been applied to 

land generally between the 1 in 100 chance per year flood level and the PMF. As previously mentioned, this 

upper limit has been determined based on advice from INSW regarding regional flood evacuation capacities. 

Large scale filling of land below 1 in 100 chance per year flood level is not proposed within the precinct. As 

discussed in Section 2.2 it is recognised that some minor and limited filling of land below the 1 in 100 chance per 

year flood level will occur to achieve residential development.  These such cases compensatory works would be 

required to ensure no loss of floodplain storage.  

The SEPP will include a clause to ensure flood risk and resilience are considered for development between the 1 

in 100 chance per year flood level and the PMF, including evacuation capacities and routes, mitigation of property 

damages and appropriate dwelling densities. 

In addition, notation of planning certificates for land within the precinct will identify land between the 1 in 100 

chance per year flood level and the PMF. 
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Figure 4: Extent of 1 in 100 chance per year flood a nd PMF events 

2.4.2 Hawkesbury-Nepean Valley Flood Management and Evacuation 

The Hawkesbury-Nepean Valley Flood Management Directorate (the Directorate) is responsible for the delivery of 

‘Resilient Valley, Resilient Communities Hawkesbury-Nepean Flood Risk Management Strategy’ (H-N FRM 

Strategy). The Directorate includes the Department, Department of Premier and Cabinet, INSW, OEH, RMS, SES 

and WaterNSW and its purpose is to examine planning, management and response arrangements for flooding in 
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the Hawkesbury-Nepean valley with the aim to identify opportunities to improve flood management and/or 

planning. The precinct plan has been prepared with advice and direction from the Directorate to be consistent 

with the H-N FRM Strategy. 

Indicative local flood evacuation routes have been identified in the DCP amendments to achieve a continuous 

rising grade to a level above the PMF for all evacuees and connection to the regional evacuation network. More 

detailed assessment of flood evacuations routes will occur at DA stage by application of the ‘Designing Safer 

Subdivisions Guidelines’. 

2.4.3 Water Cycle Management 

The water cycle management strategy is consistent with the approach adopted for Council’s draft North West 

Growth Centre Stormwater Management Strategy Review. Implementation of this strategy will result in a 

considerable reduction in land required for stormwater purposes compared to the current approach adopted for 

stormwater management. 

Supporting Council’s strategy is the Marsden Park North Precinct Watercycle and Flood Management Strategy 

Report prepared by J Wyndham Prince. The overall water cycle management strategy for the precinct involves a 

comprehensive treatment train including on-lot treatment, street level treatment and subdivision / development 

treatment measures. 

Stormwater drainage infrastructure proposed for the precinct consists of: 

• Gross Pollutant Trap (GPT) units at each stormwater discharge point 

• three online detention basins along the western side of the precinct 

• provision for eight offline detention basins along the eastern side of the precinct co-located with 

raingardens which drain into Eastern Creek and Bells Creek 

• twenty-three bio-retention raingardens 

• eight major culvert crossings over the existing watercourses 

• trunk drainage infrastructure (i.e. channels or increased pipe capacity) to manage expected stormwater 

runoff from within the precinct. 

Indicative locations of the proposed stormwater drainage infrastructure are shown in JWP strategy. The draft ILP 

and Growth Centres SEPP maps show the location of the major pieces of stormwater drainage infrastructure and 

the land to be acquired for such purposes. 

Related technical report: Marsden Park North Precinct Watercycle & Flood Management Strategy Report, J 

Wyndham Prince, August 2018 
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2.5 Essential Infrastructure Provision 

2.5.1 Water 

New trunk water mains will be required to connect the precinct to Sydney Water’s water supply network. Sydney 

Water has capacity to service the precinct by utilising the Minchinbury water system for the majority of the 

proposed development. Ultimately, water mains in the eastern part of the precinct will link across to the Rouse Hill 

water supply system. 

Sydney Water had originally accounted for only 4,000 dwellings within the precinct. To cater for the proposed 

number of dwellings in the precinct the following may be required: 

• augmentation of the proposed lead in pipe sizes 

• additional watermain lead in along Richmond Road. 

A future detailed planning exercise to be undertaken by the PAP proponents in conjunction with Sydney Water 

will confirm the staging, route, and sizing of water mains for the entire precinct. 

2.5.2 Wastewater 

The precinct is not serviced by Sydney Water sewer infrastructure. The precinct can be serviced by the 

construction of new connections to Sydney Water’s sewer network via future sewage pumping stations and 

associated rising mains. 

Based on Sydney Water’s ‘North West Growth Centre Wastewater Servicing Strategy’ wastewater is to be 

transferred from the precinct to the Riverstone wastewater treatment plant. Three new pumping stations and 

associated mains will be required to service the precinct. Strategic level investigations have located three sites for 

the sewage pumping stations, these locations will be further investigated and refined based on further detailed 

planning. This detailed planning is to be undertaken by the PAP proponents in conjunction with Sydney Water. 

Upgrades to the wastewater treatment facilities at Riverstone Wastewater Treatment Plant will cater for future 

development within the precinct. 

2.5.3 Electricity 

Endeavour Energy presently has capacity to serve the first 3,000 lots within the precinct. Electricity to these lots 

will be supplied from the existing Marsden Park Precinct Zone substation located on the western side of 

Richmond Road at the intersection with Elara Boulevard. Construction works for this Zone substation were 

completed in May 2017. 

Development staging for the precinct as well as that of Marsden Park will determine the timing for future 

Endeavour Energy upgrade works to the Zone substation, once the initial threshold of 3,000 lot capacity is 

reached. 

2.5.4 Gas and Telecommunications 

Gas supplier Jemena currently has a 150mm Secondary Main along Richmond Road to service the development 

within Marsden Park. Jemena has confirmed gas can be made available to the precinct via an extension of the 

main across Richmond Road and lead in works to the precinct. 
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NBN Co. has confirmed the precinct can be serviced by the NBN network under their current servicing 

arrangement and policies. The precinct would be serviced via an extension from the lead in works that will service 

Marsden Park. 

2.5.5 Staging of essential infrastructure provision 

An Infrastructure Services Assessment prepared by J Wyndham Prince has identified essential infrastructure to 

serve the precinct, including properties within the Scheduled Lands where further residential development will be 

permitted. Essential services are proposed in four stages shown in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5: Development Staging Plan 
 

Key works proposed for each stage are: 

• Stage 1 

o Construction of most of Bandon Road 

o Two sewage pumping stations and associated reticulation systems 

o Potable water by extending lead in mains from Richmond Road along the Bandon Road corridor 
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o Electrical services from the zone substation in Marsden Park. 

• Stage 2 

o Completion of Bandon Road to the northern boundary of the site 

o Wastewater gravity carriers to one of the sewage pumping stations constructed in Stage 1 

o Potable water from lead ins constructed in Stage 1 

o Electrical service from extending feeders along the Bandon Road corridor 

• Stage 3 

o Sewer mains to drain towards the carrier constructed as part of Stage 1 and 2 

o Potable water lead-in main from Garfield Road West 

o Additional electricity feeders from the Marsden Park zone substation, if required. 

• Stage 4 

o New sewer pump station in the vicinity of Eastern Creek and two associated sewer carriers 

o Potable water and electrical reticulation extended from neighbouring developments. 

Related technical report: Marsden Park North Precinct Infrastructure Services Assessment, J Wyndham Prince, 

August 2018 

2.6 Biodiversity and Riparian Corridors 

2.6.1 Existing Native Vegetation  

Most of the precinct has experienced clearing of native vegetation and the introduction of exotic grasses and 

weed species due to historic land uses. Patches of native vegetation of various types, sizes, condition and 

integrity do remain throughout the precinct. 

A Biodiversity and Riparian Corridors Assessment prepared by EcoLogical Australia (ELA) identified the key 

biodiversity and riparian features of the precinct. 

ELA recorded that the precinct contains seven ecological communities listed under the NSW Biodiversity 

Conservation Act 2016 (BC Act) and/or the Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity 

Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act). These are listed below and shown in Figure 6.  

• Shale Plains Woodland - a sub-community of Cumberland Plain Woodland, which is listed as a 

critically endangered ecological community under both the BC Act and EPBC Act 

• Shale Gravel Transition Forest - listed as an endangered ecological community under the BC Act and 

forms part of Cumberland Plain Woodland under the EPBC Act 

• Alluvial Woodland - a component of River-Flat Eucalypt Forest, which is listed as an endangered 

ecological community under the BC Act 

• Cooks River/Castlereagh Ironbark Forest - listed as endangered under the BC Act 
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• Castlereagh Swamp Woodland - listed as endangered under the BC Act 

• Freshwater Wetlands - listed as endangered under the BC Act 

• Castlereagh Scribbly Gum Woodland - listed as vulnerable under the BC Act 

ELA recorded three threatened flora species listed under the BC Act and/or EPBC Act, being:  

• Grevillea juniperina subsp. juniperina 

• Dillwynia tenuifolia 

• Pultenaea parviflora. 

A key consideration on ELA’s assessment was the identification and validation of ENV to ensure that the ENV 

retention target defined under the draft Growth Centre Conservation Plan (2007) was achieved for the precinct. 

Achieving this target is a critical element in meeting the broader 2000ha ENV retention target that underpins the 

Biodiversity Certification and Strategic Assessment Approval that applies to the Growth Centres under the BC Act 

and the EPBC Act, respectively.  

The draft Growth Centres Conservation Plan (2007) identified 82.92ha of ENV on non-certified land for this 

precinct, therefore the precinct must protect at least 82.92ha of ENV. Non-certified land is primarily land that is 

below the 1 in 100 chance per year flood level and land within the central Environmental Conservation zone. Land 

that is not non-certified is known as certified land. In simple terms, if land is certified then further assessment of 

threatened species and ecological communities is not required for urban development at the Development 

Application (DA) stage.  

Field validation of native vegetation mapped 150.88ha of ENV, of which 75.68ha was within certified lands, and 

75.2ha was within non-certified lands. Given that only 75.2ha of ENV was confirmed within the non-certified 

lands, a minimum of 7.72ha was needed to be protected within certified land to achieve a total of 82.92ha. 

Validated ENV is shown in Figure 7. 

In determining the areas of ENV to be retained a range of matters were considered, including:  

• the Priority Conservation Lands (identified in Cumberland Plain Recovery Plan) in the centre of the site 

• biodiversity values 

• vegetation, riparian corridor and open space connectivity opportunities 

• recovery potential of the vegetation 

• current and future ownership and management viability. 

Approximately 83.12ha of ENV is proposed to be retained and protected by the Growth Centres SEPP 

amendment.  This is 0.2ha more than the precinct’s minimum requirement of 82.92ha ENV. Included in these 

areas is approximately 38ha of ENV within the Environmental Conservation zoned land in the centre of the 

precinct.  This land is to be acquired by the Office of Strategic Land to ensure its ongoing conservation. 
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Figure 6: Vegetation Communities in the Marsden Park North Precinct 
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Figure 7: Validated Existing Native Vegetation 
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2.6.2 Riparian and Aquatic Assessment 

Twenty-three watercourses were mapped within the precinct. Most of the watercourses are small, lower order 

watercourses that primarily serve as tributaries to South and Eastern Creeks. 

The smaller watercourses whilst degraded, vary from having well-defined bed and banks to gentle grassy 

depressions. Many waterways have been heavily impacted by grazing practices with expansive tree clearing, 

exotic groundcovers and unrestricted cattle access. Throughout the precinct the watercourses have been 

occasionally dammed to support either domestic or agricultural water demand. 

Top of bank mapping has been undertaken using aerial and on-ground techniques to apply Vegetated Riparian 

Zone widths for corresponding stream orders as per the NSW Office of Water’s Riparian Guidelines. The width of 

the proposed riparian protection corridors have been determined in line with the NSW Office of Water’s Riparian 

Guidelines. 

Related technical report: Marsden Park North Precinct Biodiversity and Riparian Corridors Assessment, 

EcoLogical Australia, May 2018 
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2.7 Migratory Shorebird Habitat 

During the planning process the Department became aware that a group of former wastewater ponds associated 

with the Riverstone Meatworks were being seasonally inhabited by migratory shorebirds. The ponds are located 

to the north of the precinct on Lot 11 DP 816720 which is land owned by Leamac. The location and approximate 

size of the ponds are shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9. 

 

Figure 8: Location of former wastewater ponds 
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Figure 9: Approximate areas of former wastewater po nds  

The Department engaged specialist consultants ELA to determine the diversity and abundance of birds that use 

the ponds to assess the importance of the ponds to threatened and migratory bird species. ELA found that the 

ponds are used by a wide variety of bird species, including eleven migratory bird species listed under the BC Act 

and EPBC Act. 

ELA considered the Commonwealth Government’s Industry guidelines for avoiding, assessing and mitigating 

impacts on EPBC Act listed migratory shorebird species, Department of Environment (DoE), 2015 to determine 

whether the ponds provide internationally or nationally important habitat for any of the migratory birds.  

ELA concluded that whilst the ponds do not meet the definition of being internationally or nationally important 

habitat they do currently provide foraging habitat for threatened, migratory and non-threatened birds and their loss 

would affect habitat availability at a local scale. 
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In considering options to retain the ponds in whole or on part, three significant public health and safety issues 

arose.  These were:  

• current contamination associated with aged and degraded asbestos cement piping within the ponds 

walls and the presence of heavy metals in the silt 

• the existing ponds are a favourable mosquito habitat and therefore would present an arbovirus risk 

(e.g. Ross River fever risk) to future residents with the risk increasing with the proximity of the incoming 

population to the ponds 

• if new residences are located at an elevation below and downstream of the ponds then there are 

potential safety risks to future residents in the event of water inundation due to pond wall failure or 

overtopping. 

Given the difficulties presented in retaining the ponds, options for creating an alternative habitat were explored 

and two investigation areas were identified (see Figure 10). Note: the mapped investigation area should not be 

interpreted as being the proposed size or shape of the replacement habitat. 

Identified advantages in creating an alternative habitat include:  

• habitat can be located closer to other habitats such as watercourses and woodlands and further from 

proposed residential areas than would be possible with the existing ponds 

• potential to create pleasant environmental amenity and passive recreational opportunities for future 

residents of the precinct and the region 

• overcomes the difficulty of managing the existing ponds which may not be safe for public access due to 

asbestos-related contamination 

• opportunity to integrate the necessary infrastructure needed for research and documentation on 

wetland ecology. 

ELA have provided recommendations regarding the location, design, construction, operation, and maintenance of 

the replacement habitat, including that it: 

• be constructed before the removal of the existing ponds 

• be large enough to provide a variety of habitats. 

• have areas that are shallow enough for waders to forage in sediments 

• have coarse woody debris or bird roosting poles 

• have sufficient nutrients in the substrate to provide for invertebrates, algae and plants that provide 

foraging resources for the birds 

• be allowed to have an ephemeral existence (e.g. allowed to become inundated then dry-out) or at least 

have parts of the wetland that dry out 

• provide an area of deeper water with tall reeds that can provide breeding habitat as well as shelter 

• provide habitat for Green and Golden Bell frogs 

• be monitored for at least a five year period 
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Figure 10: Migratory Shorebird habitat investigation  areas 
 
In response Leamac have proposed, via an offer for a Voluntary Planning Agreement with the Department, the 

construction of replacement habitat and the dedication of associated land.  The Voluntary Planning Agreement is 

discussed in Section 3.9.3. 

Related technical report: Migratory Shorebird Habitat Assessment Former Riverstone Meatworks Ponds, 

EcoLogical Australia, March 2018 
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2.8 Indigenous and Non-Indigenous Heritage 

2.8.1 Indigenous Heritage 

An Aboriginal Heritage Assessment of the precinct was undertaken by Artefact Heritage. The assessment 

considered the nature, extent and significance of Aboriginal sites and cultural heritage values within the precinct 

and proposed a range of mitigation and conservation measures. 

The primary findings of the assessment were: 

• 37 previously recorded sites were located within the precinct comprising isolated stone artefacts and 

surface stone artefact scatters 

• 38 new sites were identified, of these, ten comprise surface stone artefact scatters with the remaining 

28 comprising isolated artefacts 

• of the above mentioned combined 75 sites, five of these Aboriginal sites were assessed as having high 

archaeological significance, two as having low-moderate archaeological significance, five as having 

moderate archaeological significance and 63 as having low archaeological significance. Most of the 

sites with low archaeological significance were isolated finds in disturbed contexts 

• the St Marys Formation is an area of particular cultural significance due to its focus for Aboriginal 

occupation and activity and well as being a significant source of silcrete which was the primary stone 

used for tool manufacture on the Cumberland Plain 

• St Phillips Cemetery is an area of particular cultural significance as it is said to hold the remains of 

Maria Lock and is known to contain the remains of her daughter Jane Lock.  Maria Lock was the sister 

of Colebee, the first Aboriginal land grantee at Richmond Road. 

Artefact Heritage mapped areas of relative archaeological sensitivity and cultural significance within the precinct. 

These are shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12. 
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Figure 11: Archaeological sensitivity 
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Figure 12: Cultural significance 
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Artefact Heritage recommended that:  

• conservation of Aboriginal sites assessed as having a high archaeological significance should be a 

priority. Where impacts cannot be avoided further archaeological assessment and investigation should 

be undertaken at the DA stage 

• Aboriginal sites assessed as having moderate archaeological significance should be conserved where 

possible. Where impacts cannot be avoided further archaeological assessment and investigation 

should be undertaken at the DA stage 

• further archaeological assessment should be undertaken in areas identified as having a moderate to 

high archaeological sensitivity 

• where Aboriginal sites are to be impacted, an Aboriginal Heritage Impact Permit (AHIP) would be 

required 

• OEH and the AHIP holder should be consulted if any works are proposed within an existing AHIP 

boundary 

• a portion of the archaeological and culturally significant landform ‘St Marys Formation’ is situated within 

a conservation area which is nominated in the ILP. Conserving the area will ensure that cultural and 

archaeological values will be protected. As part of management of the conservation area an Aboriginal 

Heritage Management Plan should be prepared 

• areas of high cultural significance (St Philips Cemetery and the St Marys Formation or portion thereof) 

should be conserved and conservation should be reflected in the ILP 

• a Heritage Interpretation Plan which includes a strategy for interpreting the Aboriginal heritage of the 

precinct should be prepared. 

These recommendations have been considered during the preparation of the draft ILP and proposed Growth 

Centres SEPP and DCP amendments. Specifically, future development will not impact upon the St Philips Church 

and Cemetery or portions of the St Marys Formation, some Aboriginal relic sites have been included in proposed 

environmental conservation and open space area, and the proposed DCP contains appropriate Aboriginal 

heritage conservation related development controls. 

Related technical report: North West Growth Centre: Marsden Park North Precinct Aboriginal Heritage 

Assessment Report to the Marsden Park North Release Group on behalf of Urbis, Artefact Heritage, August 2018 

2.8.2 Non-Indigenous Heritage 

A non-Indigenous (Built) Heritage Assessment and non-Aboriginal Archaeological Assessment of the precinct 

was undertaken by Urbis. The assessment recorded four stages of development within the precinct, namely: 

• 1788-1815: Early European Exploration and settlement 

• 1815-1848: Early land use and first land grants in the Study Area 

• 1880-1910: Subdivisions 

• 1910-Present: Further Subdivisions, Poultry, Fruit and Grazing. 

The precinct is associated with various early pioneering identities and local landowners including Samuel 

Marsden, James Ruse, Thomas Kendall and Charles Tompson. Samuel Marsden is particularly significant as the 
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suburb of Marsden Park is named after him and he is closely associated with the primary early farming activities 

that occurred in the local area during the colonial period. 

The assessment noted that the precinct comprises numerous early land grants and reflects the subdivision and 

pastoral development of the Cumberland Plain and Hawkesbury in the colonial period and further subdivision of 

some of the original grants for residential development in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. 

The following properties are currently listed as heritage items in Schedule 5 of the BLEP 2015: 

• ‘St Philips Church Cemetery’, Richmond Road, Marsden Park 

• ‘Riverstone General Cemetery’, Garfield Road West, Riverstone 

• ‘School Building’, Garfield Road West, Marsden Park 

• ‘House’,142 Clifton Road, Marsden Park 

• ‘House and Slab Cottage’,180 Garfield Road West, Marsden Park 

• ‘House’ (Redgate), 20 Farm Road, Riverstone. 

‘Clydesdale – Grand House, Barn, Cottage’ at 1270 Richmond Road, Marsden Park is a State listed heritage 

item located to the south west of the precinct: 

Four potential heritage items have been identified and are recommended for inclusion in the Growth Centres 

SEPP as heritage items. These are: 

• ‘House’, 53 Lytton Road, Riverstone 

• ‘House’, 37 Excelsior Avenue, Marsden Park 

• ‘House’, 49 Clifton Road, Riverstone 

• ‘House’, 76 Cleveland Road, Riverstone. 

The BLEP 2015 lists two archaeological items within the precinct area. These are the former St Philips Church 

and Cemetery and the Riverstone General Cemetery. A number of other unlisted archaeological items were 

identified through archival research, a review of previous reports and site inspection. 

To conserve the archaeological significance of the precinct, Urbis recommended the following mitigation 

measures: 

• Site of the former St Philips Church and Cemetery (high archaeological potential and State 

significance) - development within this site should be avoided and an exclusion zone retained, 

development should not occur within the curtilage of this item and conservation of the item should be 

reflected in the ILP 

• Archaeological remains of the Riverstone General Cemetery (high archaeological potential and local 

significance) - the curtilage of the item (as identified in the BLEP 2015) is be conserved and an 

exclusion zone be retained during development works. Development should not occur within the 

curtilage of the item 

• The likely locations of the 19th-early 20th century farm, near Echo Vale, and the early alignment of 

Richmond Road - should be included in a Construction Heritage Management Plan (CHMP). If remains 

are located the Unexpected Finds Procedure would be implemented. 
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• Remains of culverts, bridges and the concrete weir over Eastern Creek should be archivally recorded 

prior to impacts occurring, adhering to the NSW Heritage Division guidelines for items of local 

significance 

• A Work Method Statement should be prepared to inform archaeological monitoring at the site of the 

Lytton Lane ruin if this area is to be impacted. Archaeological monitoring would be required during 

construction 

• If unexpected archaeological finds are discovered during the proposed works then the Unexpected 

Finds Procedure is to be adhered to. Under this procedure, works should cease in the immediate area 

and a qualified historical archaeologist contacted to assess whether the finds are relics and to advise 

on appropriate management and mitigation measures. The NSW Heritage Division is to be notified of 

the discovery of a relic in accordance with Section 146 of the NSW Heritage Act 1977 

• Section 139 exceptions or Section 140 excavation permits would be required to impact relics 

(archaeological remains of local or state significance) unless the development is approved as a State 

Significant Development in which case permits under the Heritage Act 1977 would not be required 

• Non-Aboriginal archaeology should be included in the Heritage Interpretation Strategy for the precinct. 

The recommendations contained within Urbis’s assessment have been considered during the preparation of the 

draft ILP and proposed Growth Centres SEPP and DCP amendments. Specifically, future development will not 

impact upon the St Philips Church and Cemetery or the Riverstone General Cemetery, additional listings of 

heritage items are proposed and the proposed DCP contains appropriate heritage conservation related 

development controls. 

Related technical reports: 

Marsden Park North Built Heritage Assessment & Historical Archaeological Assessment, Urbis, August 2018 

Marsden Park North Precinct Redevelopment, Blacktown Non - Aboriginal Archaeological Assessment Report to 

the Marsden Park North Release Group on behalf of Urbis, Artefact Heritage, August 2018 

2.9  Traffic and Transport  

2.9.1 Traffic and Transport 

The precinct is served by two main roads being Richmond Road and Garfield Road West. The RMS proposes the 

construction of a third main road (an extension of Bandon Road) through the precinct.  

Due to the rural nature of the precinct and its location on the fringe of the NWGA the car is the predominant mode 

of the transport for existing residents. Public transport services, walking and cycling routes are limited.  

A Traffic and Transport Assessment (T&TA) undertaken by AECOM shows that proposed localised road and 

intersection improvements are sufficient to cater for the future traffic demands generated by development within 

the precinct. The indicative road hierarchy for the precinct is shown in Figure 13. 

The T&TA has also considered the impact of the future traffic volumes on the regional road network, primarily 

Richmond Road, Garfield Road West and Bandon Road. To cater for the forecast traffic demands on these roads 

the T&TA proposes a variety of interventions including the further widening of Richmond Road to six lanes, key 
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intersection upgrades and additional public transport services. As part of the exhibition process the RMS will 

review the T&TA assessment. 

 

Figure 13: Precinct road hierarchy  
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2.9.2 Pedestrian and Cycle Network 

Cycling and walking will be supported in and through the precinct within a proposed network shown in Figure 14. 

Parts of this network will be on local roads and in parks and others via the collector road network which will have 

a shared pedestrian/cycle path.  

 

Figure 14: Pedestrian and cycle network 
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2.9.3 Bandon Road, Garfield Road West and the Outer Sydney Orbital corridor 

The draft ILP and related SEPP maps show the proposed road widening and realignment of Garfield Road West 

as well as an extension of Bandon Road through the precinct. These proposed works are subject to a separate 

public exhibition and approval process by the RMS. 

RMS have advised that the construction of Bandon Road and Garfield Road West will require filling of land within 

the South Creek and Eastern Creek floodplain and as a result compensatory floodplain storage areas are 

proposed. RMS’s current indicative locations for these areas is on land within the lower parts of the floodplain i.e. 

below in the 1 in 100 chance per year flood level outside of the precinct’s development area. 

Transport for NSW’s Outer Sydney Orbital (OSO) Corridor as proposed in March 2018 traversed part of the low 

lying land in the western portion of the precinct. Transport for NSW subsequently relinquished the section of the 

OSO north of Richmond Road. Transport for NSW will continue to work with the Department and local councils on 

future options for the OSO north of Richmond Road with a view of mitigating any further impacts on homes.   

Related technical report: Marsden Park North Traffic & Transport Assessment, AECOM, August 2018 

2.10 Local Centre and Commercial Uses 

A retail and employment assessment considered the scale, mix and distribution of retail and employment 

floorspace that could potentially be supported across the precinct. The assessment also considered the 

appropriate timing of the floorspace and assessed the economic impacts on the retail/activity centres throughout 

the surrounding region and potential employment that could be sustained.  

2.10.1 Retail Demand Assessment 

The assessment recommended a sub-regional centre of approximately 17,900m2 be provided for the precinct with 

the following indicative floorspace allocations: 

• 7,000m2 discount department store (DDS)  

• 3,500m2 full-line supermarket  

• 1,400m2 mini-majors  

• 4,300m2 of specialty shops  

• 1,700m2 of non-retail floorspace. 

The assessment assumed that the most of future retail floorspace will be built within the proposed local centre to 

the south of Garfield Road West. 

It is forecast the 17,900m2 retail centre would generate direct employment of approximately 660 full time and part-

time workers from ongoing operations. Overall, the centre would generate employment benefits of 790 jobs per 

annum throughout the economy (both direct and indirect) from ongoing operations and 62 annual equivalent jobs 

during the retail construction phase. 

It is expected that the development of this sub regional shopping centre (at capacity) could require around 5.1ha 

of land based on the typical sub regional centre car parking provision of 5.22 car spaces per 100m2 (total centre). 
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The assessment noted that if additional local centres are provided within the precinct (such as proposed in the 

draft ILP) then the scale of retail provided in each centre will impact on the performance of the others and the 

location that is eventually developed to accommodate a supermarket will be the focal point for retail activity. In the 

absence of a supermarket anchor, it is expected that the smaller local centres would have limited retail provision 

and may instead be focused on non-retail community / leisure uses. 

The draft ILP provides for a primary local centre to the south of Garfield Road West near its intersection with 

Robert Street. This local centre will provide a focal point for local activity and proposes to include a community 

facility and local park. Townhouses, terraces and other medium density dwellings surrounding the local centre will 

encourage activity and vibrancy. 

The draft ILP proposes two smaller secondary local centres. One located adjacent to the major sporting complex 

in the centre of the precinct. The other incorporating the existing service station near the intersection of Garfield 

Road West and Richmond Road.  It is anticipated that these local centres would consist of a small number of 

retail and commercial uses to service the day to day needs of the immediate resident population. 

2.10.2 Non-retail Employment Assessment 

In terms of non-retail employment potential, the assessment forecast that at full development the precinct has 

potential to support the following uses:  

• approximately 1,200m2 of commercial office space. Most likely suitable for businesses servicing the local 

population and in the form of smaller strata office suites 

• nine childcare centres and two public primary schools 

• three medical centres/practices and two retirement villages 

• one district centre to serve as a Community Resource Hub 

• approximately 550 people employed in home businesses. 

This could support approximately 1,536 total direct full-time, part-time and casual jobs from ongoing operations 

and provide up to 41,800m2 of employment generating floorspace. 

In addition to this, there will be broader employment benefits associated with construction during the development 

of the precinct and indirect jobs created through suppliers servicing businesses located in the precinct. 

Finally, the assessment forecast that there are a number of potential uses that suit the existing rural character of 

the precinct and are compatible with the strong population growth forecast for the area.  This included:  

• an eco-biosphere that would be targeted at attracting tourism into the NWGA 

• a destinational café/restaurant venue, combining high quality indoor and outdoor areas (combined with 

the Town Centre). 

The forecast combined ongoing employment impact of both is approximately 300 jobs. 

Related technical report: Retail and Employment Assessment Marsden Park North, Urbis, August 2018 
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2.11 Social Infrastructure 

A demographics and social infrastructure assessment considered the open space, recreation and community 

facilities that would be required to support the future population of the precinct. The assessment found that in the 

early stages of development within the precinct, a large proportion of incoming residents will be young families 

with children and many will be first home buyers and there is the potential for a high proportion of culturally and 

linguistically diverse (CALD) residents. As the development progresses, it is anticipated there will be a greater 

diversity in the household profile, including single person households and seniors looking to relocate to be closer 

to families in the area. 

At full development it is estimated that the precinct will generate a need for: 

• 56.36ha of open space (which is detailed in Section 2.3 of this report) 

• one district Community Resource Hub with an indicative floor area of 750 – 1,500m2 

• two public primary schools 

• one community health centre, that incorporates outreach, social services and aged care services. The 

community health centre could be co-located with the Community Resource Hub 

• one youth centre to be integrated within the district Community Resource Hub 

• two childcare centres to be co-located with the Community Resource Hub or as part of NSW Department 

of Education schools  

• up to two aged care housing (Independent Living Units) with demand expected to be met by the not-for-

profit or private sector in the later stages of the development. 

• seven childcare centres provided by the private sector. 

The draft ILP makes adequate provision for open space and the Community Resource Hub.  The proposed 

residential and commercial zones of the Growth Centres SEPP permit a range of community, child care, 

recreational and seniors housing uses suitable to meet the above demands. 

Related technical report: Community Facilities and Open Space Assessment Marsden Park North, Urbis, August 

2018 

2.12 Land Capability, Salinity and Contamination 

A number of assessments relating to land capability, salinity and contamination were undertaken to inform the 

planning process. The reports were prepared by Cardno Geotech Solutions (Cardno) and SESL Australia (SESL) 

2.12.1 Geotechnical and Environmental Assessment 

The purpose of this assessment was to obtain geotechnical and environmental data as a basis for comments and 

recommendations on geotechnical risks to future urban development, shrink/swell potential of soils, slope stability 

assessment, preliminary Environmental Site Assessment, salinity risks, and erodibility hazards. 

Cardno undertook a Preliminary Environmental Site Assessment to identify Areas of Environmental Concern from 

past and present site activities and assess the risks involved with each identified area. 
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The investigation consisted of: 

• an assessment of the available published data, previous reports and available historical data 

• a site walkover to map the precinct’s significant features 

• excavation of test pits to variable depths across the precinct, with geotechnical assessment of the 

subsurface profile encountered and sampling for subsequent laboratory testing 

• drilling of boreholes and installation of standpipe piezometers for subsequent groundwater sampling 

• laboratory testing on representative soil and water samples for geotechnical and environmental 

assessment. 

The results of the investigation were: 

• much of the precinct has been used for agricultural and cattle grazing purposes with scattered 

rural/urban residential developments located within the south-eastern portion of the precinct 

• the precinct contains some remains of the previous Riverstone Meatworks operations with the major 

features including cattle burial site, waste ponds, demolished abattoir/dairy and farm carer house 

• an easement exists in the eastern portion of the site to accommodate a high pressure gas and oil gas 

line which runs from Sydney to Newcastle 

• the subsurface soil profile is characterised by topsoil, isolated alluvium overlaying residual clays and 

weathered shale (minor sandstone and siltstone) respectively 

• clays encountered were predominantly wet of standards optimum moisture content and determined to 

be firm to hard in consistency 

• clays were assessed to be slightly to moderately reactive 

• areas of known salinity are located generally near creeks and intermittent drainage channels. The 

results of the laboratory and site assessment revealed that the site soils are predominantly moderately 

saline and highly sodic 

• the soils are generally in range of non-aggressive to moderately aggressive to buried concrete and 

steel structural elements 

• the precinct’s soils are susceptible to erosion 

• the results of environmental laboratory analysis undertaken on the representative soil and water 

samples showed no exceedances to the adopted guidelines. 

Cardno’s primary conclusion was that there are no constraints to the proposed rezoning of the precinct and the 

following comments and recommendations were made: 

• based on the site inspection, the desktop study and limited testing the overall potential risk of 

contamination within the precinct is low and contamination is not considered to pose a constraint to the 

rezoning of the precinct 

• salinity is not anticipated to be a constraint to development, where materials are well managed, 

particularly considering the reduced infiltration and improved drainage provided in an urban 

environment 
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• excavation is unlikely to provide difficulties for larger excavation equipment. Materials may provide 

some difficulties in trafficking and compaction, this will be more likely when unfavourable climatic 

conditions prevail prior to construction 

• site classifications are expected to range between Class S and Class H2. These are classifications for 

Australian Standard AS2870 Residential Slabs and Footing.  Classifications range from A= little or no 

movement, S= slightly reactive clay sites, M= Moderately reactive clay and silt sites, H1=Highly 

reactive clay sites, H2= Highly reactive clay sites, E=Extremely reactive sites, P= Sites with unstable or 

soft foundations, fill etc. 

The consultants noted that access for detailed investigation was not available for all the properties located at the 

south east of the precinct and stated that whilst some degree of investigation was undertaken in the south east of 

the precinct where accessible further preliminary contamination assessment is recommended within this area 

when unconditional access is granted to all these properties by a suitably qualified and competent environmental 

consultant. They also stated that additional assessment should also comprise selected areas within the western 

portion of the precinct containing localised material stockpiles and cattle burial. 

2.12.3 Consolidated Site Investigation 

SESL prepared a Consolidated Site Investigation (CSI) and report Remedial Action Plan (RAP) for Lot 11 DP 

816720 in respect to the site’s potential for proposed residential development. Lot 11 DP 816720 is the north 

eastern most property in the precinct and owned by Leamac, the site contains the former Riverstone meatworks’ 

wastewater ponds. SESL’s RAP was audited by Coffey Environments Australia (Coffey). 

The objective of the CSI was to: 

• produce a report based on previous site investigations conducted on site 

• identify issues of ongoing pollution and non-compliance, as compared to current regulatory criteria 

• identify the likelihood and/or extent of significant contamination occurring from past or present 

practices on the site 

• recommend any further management strategies including any additional investigations. 

SESL noted that that historical land use on site, predominantly associated with cattle grazing, animal husbandry 

and wastewater treatment associated with the Riverstone Meatworks as well the former and current agricultural 

activity, have potential to contaminate soil on site and accordingly 13 Areas of Environmental Concern were 

identified for examination. 

The overall assessment was that the site could be made suitable for low-density residential development, subject 

to the management/remediation of the contamination identified on site that may be undertaken during site 

development.  They made the following specific recommendations: 

• asbestos cement piping within the walls of the wastewater ponds had weathered to an extent where 

free fibres were detected within soil material in the surrounding area. These areas must be remediated 

by a Class A licensed Asbestos Removalist validated by an Occupational Hygienist prior to other 

remediation work 

• fill material, buried waste and disturbed ground was observed at various locations on the site. The 

buried waste must be removed during the bulk earthworks preparing the site for residential 

development. Asbestos containing waste must be removed by a Class A licensed Asbestos Removalist 

and validated by an Occupational Hygienist prior to other remediation work 
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• elevated concentrations of lead and zinc were recorded and require remediation through offsite 

disposal 

• aesthetically unacceptable material (i.e. ash deposits, brick, concrete etc) identified in fill layers must 

be removed if identified as a health hazard, or removed with other unacceptable material, or mixed with 

surrounding soil if unsuitable aesthetically 

• the water quality from the farm dams shows elevated concentration of nutrients and heavy metals. 

However, these levels do not pose potential harm to human health, but may pose environmental risk 

when discharged into natural watercourse. Should emptying of the farm dams be required, this water 

should be either irrigated on pasture, or removed by tanker truck 

• the preliminary groundwater assessment indicates the wastewater ponds had impacted the 

groundwater quality on site, however the natural low permeability of clay and shales material on site 

indicates the impact is expected be localised. 

 

Related technical reports: 

Environmental Assessment and Remediation Strategy Marsden Park North Land Release, Cardno, August 2018  

Consolidated Site Investigation for Richards Road, Riverstone NSW 2765 Lo11 DP 8916720, SESL, December 

2013 

Addendum for Consolidated Site Investigation Report, Lo11, Richards Rd, Riverstone, SESL, December 2013 

Remedial Action Plan for Richards Road, Riverstone NSW 2765 Lot 11 DP 816720, SESL, December 2013 

Site Audit Report & Site Audit Statement, Richards Road, Riverstone NSW Lot 11, DP 816720, Coffey, December 

2013 

2.13 Bushfire 

A bushfire assessment was undertaken for the precinct to assess the potential bushfire hazard across the area in 

the context of existing vegetation and to recommend planning requirements for future development to comply with 

‘Planning for Bush Fire Protection 2006’ (PBP).  

The assessment identified asset protection zones (APZ) based on the assumption that all existing vegetation is 

retained and includes recommendations on the provision of APZs, adequate access, water supply for firefighting, 

the safe installation of utilities, and building construction standards for future dwellings. Where appropriate, 

recommendations have been included in the proposed DCP. 

The bushfire assessment demonstrates that the precinct is capable of accommodating future subdivision and land 

development with the appropriate bushfire protection measures and bushfire planning requirements prescribed by 

the PBP. As part of the exhibition process the NSW Rural Fire Service will be invited to review the bushfire 

assessment. 

Related technical report: Marsden Park North Precinct Rezoning – Bushfire Assessment, EcoLogical, August 

2018 
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2.14 Odour 

An odour assessment was undertaken for the precinct by SLR Consulting. The assessment was carried out in two 

stages, with the first stage taking the form of a screening level assessment informing the requirement for and 

inputs to the second stage assessment which involved the use of dispersion modelling techniques to predict 

potential odour impacts across the precinct. 

The stage one odour impact assessment indicated that six poultry farm operations have the potential to result in 

adverse odour impacts across the precinct. Four of the poultry farms were located in the adjacent Marsden Park 

precinct and two were located within the precinct.  

A more detailed stage two odour impact assessment was subsequently undertaken which confirmed that the 

continued operation of all six poultry farms would result in unacceptable odour impacts across the majority of the 

precinct when compared to the NSW OEH odour criterion of 2 OU. 

The primary conclusion of the assessment was that the rezoning of both the Marsden Park and Marsden Park 

North precincts would result in the cessation of operation of all odorous industries within the precinct boundaries 

and that a ‘no odour’ environment is highly likely to be achieved, hence unconstrained development in relation to 

odour should be allowed within the precinct. 

Related technical report: Marsden Park North Precinct Odour Assessment, SLR Consulting Australia Pty Ltd, 

August 2018 

2.15 Noise and Vibration 

An Environmental Noise & Vibration Impact Assessment was prepared to conduct an environmental noise 

assessment of the proposed land uses for the precinct. The report quantified surrounding noise sources and 

assessed their potential impact on the precinct. 

Richmond Road, Garfield Road West and the proposed Bandon Road were identified as having the primary 

potential noise impacts on the precinct. In response the report provides recommendations to limit noise impacts 

such building treatment and building design that could be considered as part of the development assessment 

process. 

The Blacktown Growth Centre Precincts Development Control Plan and the State Environmental Planning Policy 

(Infrastructure) 2007 contain appropriate development controls to ensure that impacts from noise and vibration 

are considered in the assessment of future DAs for residential and commercial development. 

Related technical report: Marsden Park North Precinct Environmental Noise and Vibration Assessment, SLR, 

August 2018 
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3.1 Proposed Growth Centres SEPP amendments 

The proposed Growth Centres SEPP amendments will, when published, make amendments to Appendix 12 and 

associated maps of the SEPP to introduce new planning controls for the precinct. 

The intended effect of the new planning controls is to rezone the precinct for primarily residential, business, open 

space, community, education and infrastructure purposes. The anticipated amendments to Appendix 12 and the 

SEPP maps are outlined in Appendix A. 

Note: the NSW Parliamentary Counsel Office will draft the required Growth Centre SEPP amendments after the 

Department has considered submissions required during the exhibition period. This may result in changes to the 

anticipated amendments described in Appendix A. 

3.2 Greater Sydney Region Plan and Central City District 

Plan 

Precinct planning has been guided by the provisions of the Greater Sydney Commission’s ‘Greater Sydney 

Region Plan’ (Region Plan) and ‘Central City District Plan’ (District Plan).  

The Region Plan, A Metropolis of Three Cities: 

• sets a 40-year vision (to 2056) and establishes a 20-year plan to manage growth and change for 

Greater Sydney in the context of social, economic and environmental matters 

• informs district and local plans and the assessment of planning proposals 

• assists infrastructure agencies to plan and deliver for growth and change and to align their 

infrastructure plans to place-based outcomes 

• informs the private sector and the wider community of the growth management and infrastructure 

investment intentions of government. 

The Region Plan applies to the Greater Sydney Region and sets the planning framework for the five districts 

which make up the region. It specifically notes the need to provide for new neighbourhoods, industry and urban 

services, and biodiversity protection within the NWGA. 

The District Plan covers the Blacktown, Cumberland, Parramatta and The Hills local government areas and is a 

20-year plan to manage growth, in the context of economic, social and environmental matters, to achieve the 40-

year vision of Greater Sydney. It is a guide for implementing the Region Plan at a district level and is a bridge 

between regional and local planning. It contains a suite of the planning priorities, directions, objectives and 

actions based on the themes of: 

• Infrastructure and collaboration 

• Liveability 

• Productivity 

• Sustainability 

• Implementation. 
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The District Plan notes that the NWGA presents an opportunity for additional housing supply, new communities in 

the NWGA need to be linked to a variety of employment opportunities, infrastructure and services, and that 

environment zones have been used along major waterways thus assisting in the achievement of a ‘green 

parkland’ city. 

In response to the Region and District Plans, the precinct will provide additional housing supply, new communities 

to be linked to a variety of employment opportunities and infrastructure and services, and environment 

zones/riparian protection areas have been proposed along South Creek, Eastern Creek and Bells Creek. 

3.3 North West Growth Area Land Use and Infrastructure 

Implementation Plan  

The North West Growth Area Land Use and Infrastructure Implementation Plan (LUIIP) outlines how the 

Department will plan for more homes, jobs and essential services in the NWGA and seeks to balance the needs 

of residents with the timely delivery of infrastructure, services and facilities. 

The objectives of the LUIIP are to: 

• plan for an increased population in Sydney’s North West in vibrant and liveable neighbourhoods 

• balance the needs of a growing population with opportunities for employment and recreation 

• improve transport accessibility and connectivity throughout the area 

• facilitate the delivery of infrastructure that will support housing and employment growth 

• identify and enhance key biodiversity areas, open spaces, riparian corridors and culturally sensitive 

areas 

• explore new land uses along major infrastructure corridors to maximise public investment in 

infrastructure. 

The LUIIP sets out eight key actions to support the delivery of new homes and jobs in the NWGA. These are: 

• Action 1: Provide more land supply for new homes 

• Action 2: Protect and plan for major transport corridors 

• Action 3: Manage residential densities to align with infrastructure 

• Action 4: Protect assets and plan for evacuation 

• Action 5: Transfer more planning controls back to local councils 

• Action 6: Simplify planning controls within the Blacktown precincts in the NWGA 

• Action 7: Review infrastructure requirements and accelerate funding for capital works 

• Action 8: Improve pedestrian, cycle and green connectivity. 

The LUIIP offers an early forecast of 4,100 dwellings and highlights particular electricity and sewer servicing 

requirements for the precinct. 

The planning process for the precinct has been guided by these objectives, actions and specific 

recommendations and in response: 
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• 6,224 dwellings are forecast. This is an increase from the 4,100 anticipated number of dwellings in the 

LUIIP. The number of dwellings in the LUIIP was based on a projected maximum number of dwellings 

between the 1 in 100 chance per year flood level and the PMF. It is expected that the draft ILP and 

associated Growth Centres SEPP amendments will produce a maximum of 4,033 dwellings for land 

between the 1 in 100 chance per year flood level and the PMF level and a maximum of 2,191 dwellings 

for land above the PMF level 

• new homes will be close to shops, schools and transport 

• new homes will be located on land above the 1 in 100 chance per year flood level 

• the proposed density controls will provide for a range of housing types at different price points, giving 

future residents choice when it comes to owning their own home 

• new residents will have access to local jobs, including those nearby at Marsden Park, Rouse Hill, the 

Norwest Business Park, Blacktown and Penrith 

• necessary infrastructure and services, pedestrian paths and cycleways, and open spaces will be 

provided to serve the incoming community 

• bushland, riparian corridors, and Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal heritage will be protected. 

3.4 Growth Centres Development Code 

The Growth Centres Development Code was released in October 2006 to guide the planning process. The Code 

contains precinct development parameters, guidelines for the preparation of an ILP including an environmental 

analysis of a precinct and an urban form analysis for development of a precinct. 

The Code has been used as a reference document in the undertaking of technical studies and generally as part of 

the planning process. 

3.5 Biodiversity Certification for the Sydney Growth Areas 

and Environment Protection and Biodiversity 

Conservation Act 1999 

Biodiversity Certification under the Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016 (the BC Act) commenced on 25 August 

2017. The BC Act replaced the Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 (TSC Act). Biodiversity certification 

under the TSC Act was conferred upon the Growth Centres SEPP in December 2007 and confirmed in July 2008 

through an amendment to the TSC Act. The certification effectively switches off the need to undertake 

assessment and obtain approvals required under the BC Act for development of land that is certified. The 

biodiversity certification includes certain requirements (or Relevant Biodiversity Measures – RBMs) that must be 

satisfied in order to maintain certification. 

The Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) protects matters 

of National Environmental Significance. A Strategic Assessment of the Growth Centres under the EPBC Act was 

undertaken to enable development to proceed in the Growth Centres while protecting the environment. The 

Strategic Assessment considered the potential impacts of development on matters of national environmental 

significance for the whole of Sydney’s Growth Centres. This allowed strategic conservation outcomes to be 
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identified and secured. It also provides greater certainty for those constructing new houses and employment 

areas, as well as infrastructure providers in the Growth Centres. The Strategic Assessment operates in parallel 

with Biodiversity Certification under the BC Act.  

The draft ILP is consistent with the conditions of the Biodiversity Certification Order 2007 and the Commonwealth 

Strategic Assessment Program 2012 under the EPBC Act and includes provisions relating to the protection of 

Existing Native Vegetation (ENV). Approximately 83.12ha of ENV will be protected within the precinct and will 

contribute to the retention of ENV across the NWGA. 

3.6 Blacktown Local Environmental Plan 2015 

Once the proposed amendments to the Growth Centres SEPP are notified, the planning controls in the SEPP will 

come into force and the planning controls in BLEP 2015 will no longer apply to land within the precinct. 

3.7 Blacktown Growth Centre Precincts Development 

Control Plan 

The Blacktown Growth Centre Precincts Development Control Plan (DCP) will apply to the precinct. The DCP 

provides detailed planning and design guidelines for development. Specific controls have been prepared for the 

precinct that respond to local conditions and these will be contained in a new schedule to the DCP. 

The DCP deals with the main structural elements of the draft ILP, general controls applying across the precinct, 

subdivision design, residential development and development within the centre. 

3.8 Hawkesbury Local Environmental Plan 2012 

Part of Lot 12 DP 816720, Park Road, Riverstone is located outside of the Growth Centres SEPP boundary and is 

subject to the Hawkesbury Local Environmental Plan 2012 (HLEP 2012). The subject land is vacant, south of the 

confluence of South Creek and Eastern Creek and is shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16. 
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Figure 15: Part of Lot 12 DP 816720, Park Road, Rivers tone subject to HLEP 2012 
 

 

Figure 16: Part of Lot 12 DP 816720, Park Road, Rivers tone subject to HLEP 2012 in context of boarder 
area 
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The creation of new lots on the part of Lot 12 DP 816720 that is subject to the Growth Centres SEPP may require 

the creation of a new lot wholly (by way of excise) or in part (by way of inclusion in a lot within the precinct) on the 

land that is subject to HLEP 2012. 

The land that is subject to HLEP 2012 is zoned RU1 Rural Landscape and is below the relevant flood planning 

level adopted by Hawkesbury City Council. As a result, Clause 4.2B Additional requirements for subdivisions in 

certain flood planning areas of HLEP 2012 applies to the subject land with sub-clause (2) stating: 

(2) Development consent must not be granted for a subdivision to which this clause applies unless the 

consent authority is satisfied that there is an area of land on the lot that is above flood planning level and 

is sufficient for the erection of a dwelling house. 

The effect of this sub-clause is to prohibit the creation of new lots that do not have land sufficient for a dwelling 

house that is above the flood planning level. 

Due to both parts of Lot 12 DP 816720 having a potential ‘tied subdivision’ relationship, i.e. subdivision of the 

Growth Centres SEPP and may also require the subdivision of the HLEP 2012 land, the operation of Clause 4.2B 

could inadvertently hinder the subdivision of the Growth Centres SEPP land. 

To remove any doubt or impediment to subdivision of the Growth Centres SEPP land it is proposed to amend 

HLEP 2012 to enable the creation of one new lot on the HLEP 2012 affected land provided a dwelling cannot be 

erected on such a lot. 

3.9 Developer contributions 

3.9.1 Existing and Proposed Special Infrastructure Contribution 

The Growth Centres area is subject to Special Infrastructure Contribution (SIC) under Part 7 Subdivision 4 of the 

Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979 (EPA Act). The SIC provides for a one-off financial 

contribution payable by any developer or landowner in the Growth Areas who is developing or subdividing land in 

a manner triggered by the provisions of the SIC plan. The SIC will help fund regional infrastructure required for 

development in the North West and South West Growth Areas over the next 30 years.  

A revised SIC specific to the North West is being prepared by the Department.  

3.9.2 Local Contributions 

Part 7 Subdivision 3 of the EPA Act provides for a local council to prepare and implement a plan to capture 

payments to fund the provision of local services required by a development.  

Local development contributions in this precinct are not subject to the transition arrangements for the ‘Local 

Infrastructure Growth Scheme’ which means the full cost of developer contributions will be passed onto the 

developer.  

It is expected the contributions amount will be over $30,000 per lot and therefore the Independent Pricing and 

Regulatory Tribunal will be required to review any plan.  

Council will prepare the contributions plan. 
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3.9.3 Offers of Voluntary Planning Agreements 

Leamac, GPH and Stockland provided the Department with “Letters of Offer” to enter into separate Voluntary 

Planning Agreements (VPAs) with the Department for the following: 

• construction of part of Bandon Road or a monetary contribution to equivalent value 

• intersection works on Garfield Road West or a monetary contribution to equivalent value 

• construction of a replacement migratory bird habitat and dedication of associated land 

• delivery of water and wastewater services 

These VPAs are to be publicly exhibited prior to finalisation and the rezoning of the precinct will not be completed 

until the VPAs have been entered into with the Department. 
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Appendix A – Anticipated amendments to the Growth 

Centres SEPP 

Table 2: Anticipated amendments to the Growth Centr es SEPP Appendix 12 and maps 
 

Clause / Schedule/ Map Comment 

1.2 Aims of Precinct Plan Amend clause to include reference to the Marsden Park 

North precinct 

1.3 Land to which Precinct Plan applies Amend clause to include reference to the Marsden Park 

North precinct 

2.1 Land use zones and Land Use Table Land use zones proposed include: RU6 Transition, R2 Low 

Density Residential, R3 Medium Density Residential, B2 

Local Centre, SP2 Infrastructure, RE1 Public Recreation, 

and E2 Environmental Conservation. These zones are 

currently included in Appendix 12. 

For the RU6 Transition land, it is proposed to permit the 

following uses: agricultural produce industries, aquaculture, 

building identification signs, business identification signs, 

cemeteries, community facilities, dwellings houses, dual 

occupancies , earthworks, eco-tourist facilities , 

environmental facilities, environmental protection works, 

extensive agriculture, farm buildings, farm stay 

accommodation , flood mitigation works, home businesses, 

home industries , intensive plant agriculture, kiosks, 

landscaping material supplies, markets, places of public 

worship , plant nurseries, public utility undertakings, 

recreation areas, recreation facilities (indoor) , recreation 

facilities (outdoor), registered clubs , roads, roadside stalls, 

secondary dwellings , waterbodies, watercourses, water 

recreation structures, water supply systems. 

Note: the uses listed above in bold  will only be permitted if 

the use and any supporting infrastructure (eg car parking) 

are located on land at or above the 1 in 100 chance per year 

flood level. 

4.1AA Subdivision resulting in lots between 

225-300m2 

4.1A Minimum lot sizes for residential 

development in non-residential zones 

4.1AB Minimum lot sizes for residential 

development in Zone R2 Low Density 

Amend clauses as necessary to give effect to the proposed 

development controls relating to minimum lot sizes for 

residential development and the minimum and maximum 

dwelling densities/dwelling yields. Including but limited to: 

1. For minimum lot sizes for dwellings, dual occupancies, 

semi-detached dwellings, attached dwellings, multi 
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Residential and Zone R3 Medium Density 

Residential 

4.1AC Minimum lot sizes for secondary 

dwellings in Zone R2 Low Density Residential 

and Zone R3 Medium Density Residential 

4.1AD Exceptions to minimum lot sizes for 

dwelling houses 

4.1AE Exceptions to minimum lot sizes for 

dwelling houses on other lots in Zone R2 Low 

Density Residential 

4.1AF Exceptions to minimum lot sizes for 

dwelling houses on small lots 

4.1B Residential density 

4.6 Exceptions to development standards 

6.11 Attached dwellings and multi dwelling 

housing in Zone R2 Low Density Residential 

dwellings housing, manor homes, and residential flat 

buildings the following amendments are proposed: 

• Clause 4.1AB insert reference to Marsden park 

North in (1)(b) and (1(d) 

• Clause 4.1AB – insert dwelling density bands 15 

– 18 and 10 – 25 into (3)(b), (4)(b), 5(b), 6(a), and 

7(a). 

• Clause 4.1AB – insert dwelling density band 15 – 

25 into (3)(b), (4)(b), 6(b), and 7(b). 

• Clause 4.1AB – insert in (5) provisions allowing 

semi-detached dwellings on land with a minimum 

lot size of 150m2 for dwelling density 15 – 25. 

• Clause 4.1AB – insert dwelling density band 25 – 

35 into (3)(b), (4)(c), 5(c), 6(b), 7(b), (8), and 

(9)(a). 

• Clause 4.1AE –insert dwelling density bands 15 – 

18 and 10 - 25 into (1) and add similar wording 

with “(but less than 200m2)” for dwelling density 

15 - 25. 

2. Clause 4.1A – amend this clause to be consistent with 

the amendments to Clause 4.1AE. 

3. Clauses 4.1AA, 4.1AC and 4.1AD – exclude these 

clauses from the Scheduled Land areas A, B and C as 

shown in Figure 17. 

4. Include additional clauses for the proposed minimum 

lot sizes for residential development in Scheduled 

Lands areas A, B and C as described in Table 3 and 

Figure 17. 

5. Clause 4.1B – amend the definition of net development 

area so that then addition of half the width of adjoining 

access road at the time of precinct rezoning.  This 

amendment is required to stop double counting of the 

area of proposed access roads where such roads 

straddle or immediately adjoin separate development 

sites. 

5.1 Relevant acquisition authority Amend clause by adding any necessary to references land 

acquisition types and authorities 

Part 6 Additional local provisions Inclusion of a clause to ensure flood risk and resilience are 

considered for development between the 1 in 100 chance 

per year flood level and the probable maximum flood level, 
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including evacuation capacities and routes, mitigation of 

property damages and appropriate dwelling densities. 

Schedule 5 Add the following items to the schedule as items of ‘Local’ 

heritage significance 

• ‘House’, 53 Lytton Road, Riverstone 

• ‘House’, 37 Excelsior Avenue, Marsden Park 

• ‘House’, 49 Clifton Road, Riverstone 

• ‘House’. 76 Cleveland Road, Riverstone. 

Maps Comment 

Development Control Map 

Floor Space Ratio Map 

Heritage Map 

Height of Buildings Map 

Land Application Map 

Land Reservation Acquisition Map 

Land Zoning Map 

Residential Density Map 

Native Vegetation Protection Map 

Riparian Protection Area Map 

Amend these maps as necessary to give effect to the 

proposed planning provisions described in this Discussion 

Paper 

Wetland Map Create a Wetland Map to give effect to the proposed wetland 

protection area as described in this Discussion Paper. Note 

this will require the inclusion of a corresponding clause into 

Appendix 12. It is anticipated that the clause will be 

consistent with Clause 6.5 Wetlands of Hawkesbury Local 

Environmental Plan 2012.  
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Table 3: Minimum lot sizes for residential developm ent in certain areas R2 zone land of the Scheduled 
Lands 
 

Scheduled Land Area - 

as shown in Figure 17 

Applies to R2 zoned land 

only 

Any form of permitted residential accommodation exc luding boarding 

houses, group homes, hostels and residential care f acilities 

Area A 575m2 per dwelling 

Area B 400m2 per dwelling 

Area C 350m2 per dwelling 

 Boarding houses, group homes, hostels and residenti al care facilities – 

where permitted 

Area A 575m2 per four lodgings or part thereof - boarding houses 

575m2 per four bedrooms/dormitories or part thereof – group homes, hostels, 

residential care facilities 

Area B 400m2 per four lodgings or part thereof - boarding houses 

400m2 per four dormitories/bedrooms or part thereof - group homes, hostels, 

residential care facilities 

Area C 350m2 per four lodgings or part thereof - boarding houses 

350m2 per four dormitories/bedrooms or part thereof - group homes, hostels, 

residential care facilities 

 

Please note these controls are minimum lot sizes for the purposes of certain types of residential development, 

they are not minimum lot sizes for the purposes of subdivision. 

In Area A the majority of existing lots are approximately 290.3m2 to 297.3m2 in area. Hence the above mentioned 

controls would typically allow one dwelling per two existing lots. This would require consolidation of two existing 

lots into one lot. 

In Area B the majority of existing lots are approximately 404.7m2 in area. Hence the above mentioned controls 

would typically allow one dwelling on each lot. 

In Area C the majority of existing lots are approximately 360.4m2 in area. Hence the above mentioned controls 

would typically allow one dwelling on each lot. 
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Figure 17: Scheduled Lands Areas A, B and C 
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Appendix B –Residential development definitions  

Type of Development Definition 

attached dwelling means a building containing 3 or more dwellings, where: 

(a) each dwelling is attached to another dwelling by a common wall, and 

(b) each of the dwellings is on its own lot of land, and 

(c) none of the dwellings is located above any part of another dwelling. 

boarding house means a building: 

(a) that is wholly or partly let in lodgings, and 

(b) that provides lodgers with a principal place of residence for 3 months or more, 

and 

(c) that may have shared facilities, such as a communal living room, bathroom, 

kitchen or laundry, and 

(d) that has rooms, some or all of which may have private kitchen and bathroom 

facilities, that accommodate one or more lodgers, 

but does not include backpackers’ accommodation, a group home, a serviced 

apartment, seniors housing or hotel or motel accommodation. 

dual occupancy means a dual occupancy (attached) or a dual occupancy (detached). 

dual occupancy (attached) means 2 dwellings on one lot of land that are attached to each other, but does not 

include a secondary dwelling. 

dual occupancy (detached) means 2 detached dwellings on one lot of land, but does not include a secondary 

dwelling. 

dwelling means a room or suite of rooms occupied or used or so constructed or adapted as 

to be capable of being occupied or used as a separate domicile. 

dwelling house means a building containing only one dwelling. 

exhibition home means a dwelling built for the purposes of the public exhibition and marketing of 

new dwellings, whether or not it is intended to be sold as a private dwelling after its 

use for those purposes is completed, and includes any associated sales or home 

finance office or place used for displays. 

hostel means premises that are generally staffed by social workers or support providers 

and at which: 

(a) residential accommodation is provided in dormitories, or on a single or shared 

basis, or by a combination of them, and 

(b) cooking, dining, laundering, cleaning and other facilities are provided on a 

shared basis. 

group home means a dwelling that is a permanent group home or a transitional group home. 

group home (permanent) or 

permanent group home 

means a dwelling: 

(a) that is occupied by persons as a single household with or without paid 

supervision or care and whether or not those persons are related or payment for 

board and lodging is required, and 

(b) that is used to provide permanent household accommodation for people with a 

disability or people who are socially disadvantaged, 

but does not include development to which State Environmental Planning Policy 

(Housing for Seniors or People with a Disability) 2004 applies. 

group home (transitional) or 

transitional group home 

means a dwelling: 

(a) that is occupied by persons as a single household with or without paid 

supervision or care and whether or not those persons are related or payment for 

board and lodging is required, and 
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(b) that is used to provide temporary accommodation for the relief or rehabilitation 

of people with a disability or for drug or alcohol rehabilitation purposes, or that is 

used to provide half-way accommodation for persons formerly living in institutions 

or temporary accommodation comprising refuges for men, women or young people, 

but does not include development to which State Environmental Planning Policy 

(Housing for Seniors or People with a Disability) 2004 applies. 

manor home means a 2-storey building containing 4 dwellings, where: 

(a) each storey contains 2 dwellings, and 

(b) each dwelling is on its own lot (being a lot within a strata scheme or community 

title scheme), and 

(c) access to each dwelling is provided through a common or individual entry at 

ground level, 

but does not include a residential flat building or multi dwelling housing. 

multi dwelling housing means 3 or more dwellings (whether attached or detached) on one lot of land, each 

with access at ground level, but does not include a residential flat building or a 

manor home. 

residential flat building means a building containing 3 or more dwellings, but does not include an attached 

dwelling, a manor home or multi dwelling housing. 

secondary dwelling means a self-contained dwelling that: 

(a) is established in conjunction with another dwelling (the principal dwelling), and 

(b) is on the same lot of land as the principal dwelling, and 

(c) is located within, or is attached to, or is separate from, the principal dwelling. 

semi-detached dwelling means a dwelling that is on its own lot of land and is attached to only one other 

dwelling, but does not include a studio dwelling. 

seniors housing means residential accommodation that consists of: 

(a) a residential care facility, or 

(b) a hostel, or 

(c) a group of self-contained dwellings, or 

(d) a combination of these, 

and that is, or is intended to be, used permanently for: 

(e) seniors or people who have a disability, or 

(f) people who live in the same household with seniors or people who have a 

disability, or 

(g) staff employed to assist in the administration of the residential accommodation 

or in the provision of services to persons living in the accommodation, 

but does not include a hospital. 

shop top housing means one or more dwellings located above (or otherwise attached to) ground floor 

retail premises or business premises. 

studio dwelling means a dwelling that: 

(a) is established in conjunction with another dwelling (the principal dwelling), and 

(b) is on its own lot of land, and 

(c) is erected above a garage that is on the same lot of land as the principal 

dwelling, whether the garage is attached to, or is separate from, the principal 

dwelling, 

but does not include a semi-detached dwelling. 
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Appendix C – Indicative residential development controls 

Table 4 shows the indicative residential development controls for the precinct by way of land owner group.  The 

land owner groups are shown in Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18: Land owner groups 
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Table 4: Indicative residential development control s 
 

RU6 zoned land located at or above 1 in 100 chance per year flood level 

Landowner  Maximum number of dwellings  Proposed development controls  

GPH 4 dwellings Maximum number of dwellings on RU6 

zoned land to be not more than 4. 

Dwellings are to be located on land at or 

above the 1 in 100 chance per year flood 

level. 

Leamac 2 dwellings Maximum number of dwellings on RU6 

zoned land to be not more than 2. 

Dwellings are to be located on land at or 

above the 1 in 100 chance per year flood 

level. 

Others 0 N/A 

TOTAL 6 dwellings   

R2 and B2 zoned land generally located at or above 1 in 100 chance per year flood level and below PMF 

Landowner Net Developable 

Area (NDA) 

Maximum 

dwelling density 

per ha of NDA 

Forecast 

maximum number 

of dwellings 

Proposed 

development 

controls 

GPH 

(Note includes 

approximately 95m2 

of land within Lot 12 

DP 816720, Park 

Road, Riverstone 

owned by Leamac) 

82.23ha 18 dw/ha (averaged 

across land 

holding) 

1,480 dwellings Dwelling density 

range of 10 – 25 

dw/ha with the 

maximum number 

of dwellings to be 

not more than 

1,480 

Leamac 30.44ha 18 dw/ha (averaged 

across land 

holding) 

547 dwellings Dwelling density 

range of 10 – 25 

dw/ha with the 

maximum number 

of dwellings to be 

not more than 547 

Others (excluding 

Scheduled Land – 

Areas A, B and C)  

79.93ha 18 dw/ha 1,435 dwellings 

Note: 79.93ha X 18 

dw/ha = 1,438 

dwellings, however 

only 1,435 dwellings 

are achieved due to 

Dwelling density 

range of 15 – 18 

dw/ha 
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rounding down to the 

nearest whole number 

of yields derived from 

individual areas that 

are combined to 

produce the total NDA 

of 79.93ha 

Scheduled Lands – 

Area A 

NDA is not 

applicable in this 

area. 

Existing lots are 

typically 290.3m2 -

297.3m2 in area a 

frontage less than 

8m. 

N/A 274 dwellings. 

Based on typical 

development ratio 

of one dwelling per 

two existing lots. 

Minimum lot size of 

575m2 per dwelling  

Scheduled Lands – 

Area B 

NDA is not 

applicable in this 

area. 

Existing lots are 

typically 404.7m2 in 

area with a frontage 

of approximately 

10m. 

N/A 253 dwellings. 

Based on typical 

development ratio 

of one dwelling on 

each existing lot. 

Minimum lot size of 

400m2 per dwelling  

Scheduled Lands – 

Area C 

NDA is not 

applicable in this 

area. 

Existing lots are 

typically 360.4m2 in 

area with a frontage 

of approximately 

9m. 

N/A 38 dwellings. 

Based on typical 

development ratio 

of one dwelling on 

each existing lot. 

Minimum lot size of 

350m2 per dwelling  

TOTAL   4045 dwellings  

R2, R3, B2, and SP2 Church zoned land generally locat ed above the PMF level 

Landowner Net Developable 

Area (NDA) 

Maximum 

dwelling density 

per ha of NDA 

Forecast 

maximum number 

of dwellings 

Proposed 

development 

controls 

GPH 14.89ha 25 dw/ha 372 dwellings Dwelling density 

range of 15 – 25 

dw/ha 
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Others 60.79ha (total) 

 

 

 

49 Excelsior Ave, 

Marsden Park 

25 dw/ha 

 

35 dw/ha 

 

N/A 

764 dwellings 

 

1,054 dwellings 

 

1 dwelling 

Dwelling density 

ranges 15 – 25 

dw/ha and 25 – 35 

dw/ha 

TOTAL   2,191 dwellings  

 

The proposed development controls for the GPH and Leamac lands located generally between the 1 in 100 

chance per year flood level and the PMF level do allow for maximum dwelling densities greater than the maximum 

dwelling density proposed for other lands (i.e. 18 dwellings per hectare). However, the proposed development 

controls do not allow for the creation of more dwellings than that which would be achieved by multiplying the 

respective GPH and Leamac NDAs by 18 dwellings per hectare. The proposed development controls allow for 

some parts of the land to be developed to a higher density than 18 dwelling per hectare, however, if this occurs 

the proposed development controls would also require other parts of the GPH and Leamac land to be developed 

to a reduced dwelling density such that across the land as a whole a dwelling yield equivalent to 18 dwelling per 

hectare is not exceeded. The statutory planning mechanism to ensure this occurs is the ‘maximum number of 

dwellings’ control which is derived from NDA multiplier by 18 dwelling per hectare. 

Permitting a maximum dwelling density greater than 18 dwellings per hectare is possible where the relevant land 

is subject to an overall ‘maximum number of dwellings’ control and all such lands are owned by a single entity. 

These controls have not been applied to lands outside of GPH’s or Leamac’s ownership because due to the many 

land owners involved the averaging of dwelling densities across these lands cannot be ensured, i.e. there is no 

mechanism to ensure that if land in one ownership is developed in excess of 18 dwellings per hectare other land 

in a different ownership will be developed at rate less than 18 dwellings per hectare. Accordingly, in these areas 

the maximum dwelling density control is 18 dwellings per hectare.  

Existing dwellings that are located on land below the 1 in 100 chance per year flood level (estimated to be 

approximately 50) are not included in Table 4. It is noted that some of these existing dwellings do not have 

development consent or building approval from Council. The proposed SEPP and DCP development controls do 

not authorise or legalise such dwellings. 

 


